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ABSTRACT
The software are more complex and size of software increased many folds with additional functionality enhancements on the same way the complication of testing as well as the types of testing changes and new testing tools are available in the software industries . As a result, there is a major shift in the estimation of testing the effort. In the software engineering research various models are devised and still in progress to enhance the accuracy of testing tools. Here in this paper I used a fuzzy model for effort estimation for software’s development. Here I taken the approximate data and devised the model for effort estimation in software development on various platform. I also used the fuzzy test case for login on different browsers. Keywords: Fuzzy logic, test estimation, Defuzzification, fuzzy rules, effort estimation, Beta distribution

Fuzzy Logic
The theory of fuzzy logic will be used in the model and the estimation process to remove the ambiguity of the information obtained in early phases of a software development project.[1] It will help us to manage the ambiguity about the specific meaning of linguistic values used by the “professional” when up coming up with an approximation.

- In fuzzy precise reasoning is viewed as limiting case of approximate reasoning.
- Every statement has relative degree with which ultimate value be ascribed.
- Any system which can use logic be fuzzyfied.
- Elasticity is associated with all interpretation of knowledge.
- Every opinion how much diverge has a meaning in final interpretation.

Test Estimation and software Engineering:
Test estimation in the software engineering is a broad concept. Some time we use the test estimation in cost, other times we use for efforts and we are testing to find the errors in the final product. But actual testing is the testing which gives us an expected, best and worst output before deployment of a software . We also take in to the consideration the testing cost, testing time and testing efforts. Testing always need experts who know what is right and what is wrong. Even our tools are accurate but final human interpretation will have more importance. There are different approaches of test effort estimation some of them are Delphi technique in which we took the consideration of software size in to person per hour with a conversion factor [2],another approach is analogy based testing [3]. The procedure involves characterizing the projects for that an estimate is to be made. This classification then forms the foundation for making the decision of similar or related projects which have been completed and for them effort is known. These effort data are then used, perhaps with modification, to generate the expected value. A complexity with this method includes, finding the correlation and assesses the level of similarity.

Fuzzy approach in Testing and estimation:
New mathematical techniques, to estimate are non-algorithmic these are based on soft computing developed in mid 1990s, many researchers and scientist around the globe start working on them.. This paragraph discuss the non-algorithmic techniques for software development and effort estimation. Soft computing based on the methods centered around fuzzy logic (FL), and progression in new computations techniques (CT). These methods used in real life fuzzy applications by providing some flexibility in information processing and segregation . Soft computing logics and techniques are used by many research fraternity for software development and effort prediction to handle the fuzzy and uncertainty in data values, due to their fundamental nature. The first real use of the fuzzy logic from many application in engineering that is used in software and successfully implemented and widely used model is for
constructive cost estimation model, COCOMO, was used by Fei and Liu [5]. They found in observations that an accurate estimate of knowledge delivery source instruction cannot be made before starting any software project; therefore, it is impossible to assign a predefined number for it. Jack Ryder used the application of fuzzy modeling methods for two of the most widely used applications for effort prediction; COCOMO and the Function-Points models, respectively [6]. Fuzzy Logic was applied to evaluate the cost drivers of intermediate COCOMO model because it has comparatively high estimation accuracy than the basic version.

Test Effort Estimation using test case listing.

Test Effort Estimation is the estimation of the testing the size, testing the effort, testing the cost and testing the schedule for a particular software project in a specific environment using distinct methods, tools and techniques. One way is to compute software size to Test Effort. Let us say one FP needs 2 hours of testing. If the project size is 100 FP then Testing Effort is 200 Person Hours. Let us say one UCP needs 4 hours of testing If the project size is 100 UCP then Testing Effort is 400 Person Hours. There are no benchmarked data available therefore, organizational data needs to be developed and maintained norms to be developed and maintained.

Fuzzy rules:

In general fuzzy rules are the group of statements that explain how the fuzzy inference system make the decision based on complex input dataset to output the exact and acceptable results. In fuzzy rules we generally use AND, OR, NOT operators to link the complex dataset, and these group of statements or dataset is used to identify the desirable output. Fuzzy rules are written in the form like:

\[
\text{IF } \text{(input1 dataset)AND/OR/NOT(input 2 dataset)AND/OR/NOT(input3 data set)} \text{ THEN(output } \text{is output of desirable values), e.g if (the application is standalone) AND (we are testing the functional point) AND (Use case point) then total effort is 0.75.}
\]

One rule itself can’t do much fine. What we needed are two or more rules that can be used in combination with each other. The output of each rule is a fuzzy set. The output fuzzy sets for each rule is aggregated into a single output fuzzy set. An at last the resulting values is defuzzified in to a single number. We can shows that how the whole process working in a special type of fuzzy inference system known as Mamdani type inference.

Here used the linguistic variables to check the test effort in each type of application based on its size either it will works on standalone system or it may works on client server or may be on 3-tier or 4-tier network system. The data used for these inferences is shown in table 1.

Effort in Test case based on Size:

Table below gives approximate values of effort estimation in person per hours based on the effort on testing unit of a software project. And effort on testing unit varies with the complexity of the application. These are characterized as.

- **Function-Point**: the function point is a unit to estimate the software size and complexity. once we identify the different function of software they are checked for their complexity and assigned a number known as function point.
- **Use case point**: it is a technique for forecasting the software size and mainly used when the unified modeling language are used for design and development.
- **Object Point**: this is an estimation technique based on count of raw objects, complexity of each object and weighted points.
d. Feature Point: this is a technique not used today for estimation of software size based on feature a software will provides.

e. Software Size unit: this is another software estimation technique based on the component description.

Here I will apply the fuzzy rule on the raw data available in above table for test case estimation

1. If (function_point is for stand-alone system) and (use_case_point for stand-alone system) and (object_point is for standalone) and (feature_Points is for standalone) and (SSU is for stand_alone system ) then (EFFORT is low) (0.35).

2. If (function_point is for client-server system application) and (use_case_point is for client_server application) and (object_point is for standalone application) and (feature_Points is for client_server application) and (SSU is for client_server) then (EFFORT is low) (0.44).

3. If (function_point is for 3-tier) and (use_case_point is for 3-tier) and (object_point is for 3-tier) and (feature_Points is for 3-tier) and (SSU is for 3-tier) then (EFFORT is Medium) (0.66).

4. If (function_point is 4-tier) and (use_case_point is 4-tier) and (object_point is 4-tier) and (feature_Points is 4-tier) and (SSU is 4_tier) then (EFFORT is High) (0.89).

5. If (function_point is stand-alone) and (use_case_point is client_server) and (object_point is client_server) and (feature_Points is 4-tier) and (SSU is 4_tier) then (EFFORT is Medium) (0.65).

6. If (function_point is 4-tier) and (use_case_point is 3-tier) and (object_point is 4-tier) and (feature_Points is 4-tier) and (SSU is 3-tier) then (EFFORT is High) (0.81).

7. If (function_point is client-server) and (use_case_point is client_server) and (object_point is 3-tier) and (feature_Points is 4-tier) and (SSU is 4_tier) then (EFFORT is Medium) (0.66).

8. If (function_point is client-server) and (use_case_point is 4-tier) and (object_point is 4-tier) and (feature_Points is client_server) and (SSU is 4_tier) then (EFFORT is High) (0.71).

   If (function_point is 3-tier) and (use_case_point is client_server) and (object_point is 3-tier) and (feature_Points is client_server) and (SSU is 3-tier) then (EFFORT is Medium) (0.57).

9. If (function_point is 4-tier) and (use_case_point is 3-tier) and (object_point is standalone) and (feature_Points is standalone) and (SSU is 4_tier) then (EFFORT is Medium) (0.65).

Fig 2: Mamdani fuzzy logic system for effort estimation

Rule Viewer for inference System:
Figure below used for inference the test case effort estimations.

Fig 3: we can infer that the value of testing effort is around 65% when software size is large and use case point is around 63%.
Fig 4: when the functional point testing effort are low also use case are low even the object point and feature point and size of software is moderate then effort is around 32%.

Fig 5: From above figure we can infer that even the software size is small but the efforts are more influenced by use case point, object point and feature points here in this case effort is maxi around 80%.

Fig 6: the influence of parameters on the software test effort estimation with variation of different fuzzy inputs values.

**Enumeration Based Test effort Estimation:**
In this technique we classify all the test cases under the consideration. Then we estimate the effort in each test case in person-hours that is further classified in to best case, worst case and normal case. And then we calculate the expected effort using the Beta distribution[12].

Expected Effort= Best Case + Worst Case + (4 * Normal Case) / 6

If we sum up all we will get the total effort in each case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Case Description</th>
<th>Best case</th>
<th>Worst case</th>
<th>Normal case</th>
<th>Expected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Check Test Environment</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Install Screen Recorder</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure Defect Reporting Mechanism</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct Login</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrong id and Correct Password</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct id and wrong password</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.122</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Case Description</th>
<th>Best case</th>
<th>Worst case</th>
<th>Normal case</th>
<th>Expected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correct Login</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrong id and Correct Password</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct id and wrong password</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.122</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Test case description for browsers
Here below in inference rules I used the B_CTE for Best case of check test environment and B_CL for best case of correct login. W_CL for worst case of correct login N_WI_CP is the normal case of wrong id and correct password and so on.

Inference rules for table 2, given below.

1. If (TEST_ENVIRONMENT is B_CTE) and (LOGIN-IE is B_CL) and (LOGIN_SCREEN_FIREFOX is not B_CL) then (EFFORT_IN_PERSON_HOUR is EXPECTED-STE) (1)

2. If (TEST_ENVIRONMENT is B_ISR) and (LOGIN-IE is B_CL) and (LOGIN_SCREEN_FIREFOX is not B_CL) then (EFFORT_IN_PERSON_HOUR is EXPECTED-IE) (0.18)

3. If (TEST_ENVIRONMENT is B_CTE) and (LOGIN-IE is N_WI_CP) and (LOGIN_SCREEN_FIREFOX is not B_CL) then (EFFORT_IN_PERSON_HOUR is EXPECTED-IE) (1)

4. If (TEST_ENVIRONMENT is B_CTE) and (LOGIN-IE is not N_WI_CP) and (LOGIN_SCREEN_FIREFOX is B_CL) then (EFFORT_IN_PERSON_HOUR is EXPECTED_LI_FF) (0.108)

5. If (TEST_ENVIRONMENT is B_CTE) and (LOGIN-IE is not N_WI_CP) and (LOGIN_SCREEN_FIREFOX is B_WI_CP) then (EFFORT_IN_PERSON_HOUR is EXPECTED_LI_FF) (0.806)

6. If (TEST_ENVIRONMENT is B_ISR) and (LOGIN-IE is W_WI_CP) and (LOGIN_SCREEN_FIREFOX is not B_WI_CP) then (EFFORT_IN_PERSON_HOUR is EXPECTED_LI_FF) (0.806)

7. If (TEST_ENVIRONMENT is W_CTE) and (LOGIN-IE is W_CL) and (LOGIN_SCREEN_FIREFOX is not W_WI_CP) then (EFFORT_IN_PERSON_HOUR is EXPECTED_LI_FF) (0.806)

8. If (TEST_ENVIRONMENT is W_EDR) and (LOGIN-IE is N_WI_CP) and (LOGIN_SCREEN_FIREFOX is not B_FPF) then (EFFORT_IN_PERSON_HOUR is EXPECTED-STE) (0.806)

9. If (TEST_ENVIRONMENT is w_CTE) and (LOGIN-IE is W_WI_CP) and (LOGIN_SCREEN_FIREFOX is not W_WI_CP) then (EFFORT_IN_PERSON_HOUR is EXPECTED-STE) (0.806)

10. If (TEST_ENVIRONMENT is B_ISR) and (LOGIN-IE is W_CL) and (LOGIN_SCREEN_FIREFOX is not B_WI_CP) then (EFFORT_IN_PERSON_HOUR is EXPECTED-STE) (1)
Conclusion

Test effort estimation using the well-established tools is highly influence our approach of software developments. But with the inventions of new mathematical models like fuzzy logic we can infer the correct estimate and the development of software become more reliable. In this paper I just given the ideas based on approximate values but on actual test case parameters how this model varies will have to be described and tested.
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